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(57) ABSTRACT 

Permeability of a porous, sheet-like sample is determined 
using a device that is designed to measure the pressure 
differential betWeen a ?rst stream of ?uid applied across an 
entire thickness of a test sample and a second stream of ?uid 
applied across an entire thickness of a reference sample. The 
?oW rate for both the test ?uid ?oW system and the reference 
?uid ?oW system is determined independently, by measuring 
a pressure drop throughout the ?oW system. Data obtained 
from pressure and ?oW rate for test and reference ?uids are 
used to calculate percent change in permeability and/or 
actual permeability using Darcy’s LaW. 
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Fig 1 Schematic of Penneometer 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig 7 
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Fig 8 Schematic of Pitot Tube Design Variation 
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Fig. 9 Basic Caleulation Algorithm 
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Fig 10: Fan Speed Control Algorithm 
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DIFFERENTIAL PERMEOMETER 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of US. Provi 
sional Application No. 60/187,931. 

[0002] This invention relates to a differential permeom 
eter. More particularly, this invention relates to a differential 
permeometer for the measurement of ?uid permeability 
through a porous, sheet-like sample. 

BACKGROUND OF THE ART 

[0003] Material ?uid permeability is an essential quality 
measurement in a variety of industries including textiles and 
papermaking. Permeability in itself is related to the porosity, 
density, and thickness of a material. Consistency of these 
material properties over time is required Within a process as 
an indication of the quality. The purpose of permeability 
measurement is to accurately indicate the quality and con 
sistency of a material product. 

[0004] Historically, air?oW permeability measurement 
devices have folloWed one of tWo basic genres: series or 

bridge. The bridge method, exempli?ed by Gurley Precision 
Instruments Co. [of Troy, NY] Permeometer, compares 
pressure drops across tWo streams With a single vacuum 

source. One ?oW stream passes through a variable valve, 

comparator chamber, and ?xed ori?ce to the reservoir, While 
the second passes through the unknoWn sample material, test 
chamber, and variable micrometer ori?ce into the reservoir. 
Ori?ces are varied until the pressure drop across the variable 
ori?ce is ?xed at 0.5 inches of Water and the pressures in 
both the test chamber and comparator chamber are equal, 
thus the pressure drop across the unknoWn sample is also 0.5 
inches of Water. 

[0005] Among the many assumptions necessary for this 
measurement is the standard environment. Conditions such 
as temperature or relative humidity affect various compo 
nents of permeability measurements. In 1856, Henry Darcy 
published an equation for the basic relationship of How 
through porous media. He discovered that discharge varies 
directly With head loss over distance, for small discharges. 
Although recent modi?cations have been made to the coef 
?cients, the relation has remained the same. Darcy’s equa 
tion is: 

[0006] (Albertson, et al. Fluid Mechanics, p.211-212). 
Where hf is head loss, V is the mean velocity of ?oW, n is the 
?uid absolute viscosity, y is the ?uid speci?c Weight, d is the 
characteristic grain diameter of the porous material, and c is 
the dimensionless coefficient Which describes the porous 
media by including the siZe and distribution of grains, the 
porosity, and the orientation and arrangement of the grains. 
This is referred to as the coef?cient of permeability and is 
equal to the pressure drop over speci?c Weight. Note that the 
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neW ?oW coef?cient KD if d2 over coef?cient c. ReWriting 
for volumetric ?oW equal to bulk velocity times area gives: 

AAPKD 
Q = L p 

[0007] It should be noted that density does not enter into 
the equation of laminar ?oW through a porous material. For 
laminar ?oW, the forces of inertia, Which depend on density, 
are negligible and the forces of viscosity are in complete 
control. Since viscosity is a ?uid property, it does not change 
With pressure or location Within the ?oW. FloW through a 
porous material can be characteriZed by loW velocity, high 
pressure drop, and very small pore diameter, so the condi 
tions for laminar ?oW, such as a small Reynolds number, is 
consistent. 

[0008] NormaliZing the How constant per unit length, this 
dependence on viscosity is an inherent dependence on 
temperature. According to the Handbook of Chemistry and 
Physics, for air, absolute viscosity can be expressed solely as 
a knoWn function of temperature, linear in the region from 
20 to 60 degrees Celsius. 

[0009] HoWever, air not only ?oWs through this permeable 
membrane, but also various ori?ces. FloW through a ?xed 
ori?ce is generally expressed in the Bernoulli corrected form 
as 

[0010] (Binder, Fluid Mechanics, p. 99). Where h is a head 
loss, commonly replaced by AP over y, and y is the speci?c 
Weight or ?uid density times gravitational constant. 
Expressed in terms of volumetric ?oW rate, 

[0011] Where K is a neW ?oW constant, A is the ori?ce 
area and p is the ?uid density. Coef?cient K is required 
because the cross-sectional are A is inconsistent in the How 
on ?uid through an ori?ce. Density, hoWever, is much more 
dif?cult to specify than absolute viscosity. It requires knoWl 
edge of atmospheric pressure, vapor pressure, relative 
humidity, temperature and precise compressibility. FloW 
through an ori?ce is one of the oldest, yet most reliable, 
methods of measuring and controlling the How of ?uids 
(Binder), Which most likely explains the historical use in 
permeability measuring devices, hoWever the limitation is in 
the accurate speci?cation of ?uid density. 

[0012] A permeometer sold by Frazier, Inc. [of Hager 
stoWn, Md.] benchmarks the series method. The device 
draWs a variable suction across the permeable membrane 
and a ?xed but alterable ori?ce. Pressure drop across the 
porous sheet-like material is held to a standard, While the 
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pressure drop across the ?xed ori?ce is measured and 
compared With calibrated results. Once again, problems 
arise With changes in atmosphere. Changes in temperature, 
pressure, humidity, et cetera, betWeen the conditions at 
calibration and the conditions at measurement Will cause 
error in results. 

[0013] The simple series device above is governed by 
Darcy’s LaW and How through an ori?ce. Equating, the 
normaliZed permeability constant for a particular sample test 
section may then be determined as folloWs 

AmEmbranEAPmEmbranE 

[0014] Solving and combining With Darcy’s LaW at stan 
dardiZed conditions yields the industrial standard permeabil 
ity. The result is, once again, dependent upon temperature, 
through viscosity and further atmospheric conditions 
such as humidity, through density 

[0015] Permeability measurement has been a necessary 
quality control measurement in industry, including teXtile 
and paper industries. The measurement issued as a fault 
detection platform across a Web product span and betWeen 
successive products or Webs. The main goal is to detect 
errors or inconsistencies in a product or Web, indicating 
process malfunction or necessary Web replacement due to 
use. For example, US. Pat. No. 4,495,796 uses an ad hoc 
permeability measurement as mechanical error detection 
folloWing a cigarette paper perforation device. US. Pat. No. 
5,436,971 describes a device for measuring air permeability 
across a teXtile to ?nd manufactured, Woven inconsistencies. 

[0016] Single chamber designs have been developed as 
Well, Such as described in US. Pat. Nos. 4,756,183 and 
4,991,425, both of Which are single chamber devices that 
ignore the change in permeability due to temperature 
change. 
[0017] Most devices patented to this point ignore ?oW 
changes due to atmospheric conditions. These devices 
assume that all measurements are taken at standard condi 
tions, Which though desirable, is neither consistently prac 
ticed nor universally practical for industrial use. 

[0018] US. Pat. No. 4,649,738 takes atmospheric changes 
into consideration While integrating high-speed permeability 
measurements in an industrial process. The sample focused 
on is cotton at various stages of the cotton ginning process. 
The device measures differentially over a measurement 

stream and reference stream. The device does not, hoWever, 
measure across an entire sample, use a reference sample, or 

provide an accuracy level that is needed in most applica 
tions. The device is also speci?c to the measurement of a 
continuous How of cotton, and sheet-like materials cannot be 
measured using the present con?guration. 
[0019] It is clear that changes in atmospheric conditions 
Will cause alteration of standard eXpected ?oWs, in differing 
amounts betWeen an ori?ce and a permeable membrane. 
Thus, measured pressure drop for a single material Will 
change as atmospheric conditions change. Removal of the 
dependence of these conditions on the measurement of 
permeability Will therefore vastly improve the accuracy of 
measurement. 
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[0020] It is an object of the invention is to provide a 
method and device of measuring differential permeability 
that eliminates environmental factors and measures perme 
ability accurately by measuring the differential pressure drop 
across a ?uid ?oW after ?oWing through a test sample and 
the ?uid ?oW after ?oWing through a reference sample. 

[0021] It is another object of this invention to increase the 
limits of permeability measurement accuracy. 

[0022] It is another object of this invention to introduce 
the theory of differential measurement across tWo samples to 
determine the permeability of a porous material. 

[0023] It is another object of this invention to eliminate 
variations in results of permeability measurements due to a 
changing environment. 

[0024] It is another object of this invention to increase 
permeability measurement accuracy by changing the 
required range of gauge measurement. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0025] Brie?y, the invention eXtends from the basic con 
cept of ?aW detection. This method of measurement com 
pares tWo porous sheet-like samples across their entire 
thickness in order to detect ?aW, or difference, betWeen the 
tWo samples. 

[0026] The invention provides a permeometer, Which is 
comprised of: 

[0027] a. A test head having a surface in communi 
cation With the test material; 

[0028] b. A reference head having a surface in com 
munication With the reference material; 

[0029] c. Aclamping device for both the test sample 
and reference sample; 

[0030] d. At least one How measurement device, such 
as an ori?ce plate in the test ?uid ?oW system; 

[0031] e. At least one How measurement device, such 
as an ori?ce plate in the reference ?uid ?oW system 
Which is identical to the test ori?ce plate; 

[0032] f. An applied ?uid supply; 

[0033] g. A means for measuring the pressure differ 
ential betWeen the test ?uid stream and the reference 
?uid stream; 

[0034] h. A means for measuring the ?uid How in 
both the test ?uid ?oW system and the reference ?uid 
?oW system; 

[0035] i. A honeycomb-type device placed in each 
?oW system to promote laminar How and eliminate 
sWirl; 

[0036] The invention further provides a method for deter 
mining data to calculate permeability of a test sample 
comprised of the folloWing steps: 

[0037] a. Place the sheet-like reference sample of 
knoWn or desirable permeability in the reference 
clamping device and in communication With the 
reference ?uid ?oW system; 
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[0038] b. Supply a ?uid ?oW stream across both test 
and reference samples, so that the pressure drop 
across both samples is (very near to) a ?xed stan 
dard; 

[0039] c. Measure the ?uid ?oW through the test ?uid 
?oW system by measuring the pressure drop across a 
?oW device, such as an ori?ce plate; Within the test 
?uid ?oW system. 

[0040] d. Measure the ?uid ?oW through the refer 
ence ?uid ?oW system by measuring the pressure 
drop across a ?oW device, such as an ori?ce plate; 
Within the reference ?uid ?oW system. 

[0041] e. Measure the pressure differential betWeen 
the test ?uid stream and the reference ?uid stream 
and calculate the permeability of the test sample by 
using the differential pressure across the test ?uid 
?oW stream, the knoWn permeability of the reference 
sample, and the air ?oW through both the test ?uid 
?oW system and the reference ?uid ?oW system. 

[0042] Further objects and advantages of our invention 
Will become apparent from a consideration of the ensuing 
description taken in conjunction With the accompanying 
draWings Wherein: 

[0043] FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed schematic illustration of a 
permeometer constructed in accordance With the invention; 

[0044] FIG. 2 is an isometric sketch of the permeometer 
of FIG. 1; 

[0045] FIG. 3 illustrates a side vieW of a clamping device 
employed in the permeometer of FIG. 1; 

[0046] FIG. 3a illustrates a perspective vieW of the clamp 
ing device of FIG. 3; 

[0047] FIG. 4 illustrates a side vieW of a modi?ed clamp 
ing device in accordance With the invention; 

[0048] FIG. 4a illustrates a perspective vieW of the clamp 
ing device of FIG. 4; 

[0049] FIG. 5 illustrates a part cross-sectional side vieW 
of a magnetic clamping device in accordance With the 
invention; 
[0050] FIG. 6 is a simpli?ed schematic of a variable 
ori?ce system in accordance With the invention; 

[0051] FIG. 7 is a top vieW of the variable ori?ce system 
of FIG. 6; 

[0052] FIG. 8 is a simpli?ed schematic of a Pitot tube 
construction in accordance With the invention; 

[0053] FIG. 9 illustrates an algorithm for a differential 
permeability control calculation in accordance With the 
invention. 

[0054] FIG. 10 illustrates an algorithm for fan speed 
control in accordance With the Invention; 

[0055] FIG. 11 illustrates an algorithm for fan speed 
control With a variable ori?ce in accordance With the inven 
tion; and 

DESCRIPTION 

[0056] Referring to FIG. 1, the permeometer includes a 
test ?uid ?oW system 10 and a reference ?uid ?oW system 
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12 Which are in the form of tubes and are in common 
communication With a reservoir system 16. Fluid ?oW is 
initiated by a ?uid ?oW initiator 18, for eXample, a speed 
controlled centrifugal fan. The applied ?uid used in this 
embodiment of the apparatus is air. The cross section of each 
of the test ?uid ?oW system 10, the reference ?uid ?oW 
system 12 and the reservoir system 16 is circular. 

[0057] The air?oW is very similar through the test ?uid 
?oW system 10 and the reference ?uid ?oW system 12 by the 
symmetry in diameter betWeen both systems. The cross 
sectional area of the joining reservoir system 16 is greater 
than the sum of the cross-sectional area of system 10 and the 
cross-sectional area of system 12. Honeycomb structures 
14a and 14b are located at the base of both the test ?uid ?oW 
system 10 and reference ?uid ?oW system 12. Each honey 
comb structure consists of 1A-inch diameter pipes in a cluster 
that ?lls the inner diameter of both systems 10,12. Both 
honeycomb diameter and length can vary. 

[0058] Upstream from the honeycomb structure 14a in the 
test ?uid ?oW system 10 is an ori?ce plate 20a. Upstream 
from the honeycomb structure 14b in the reference ?uid ?oW 
system 12 is an ori?ce plate 20b. Each ori?ce plate creates 
a measurable pressure drop in the respective ?uid ?oW 
system 10,12. The measured pressure drop in each ?uid ?oW 
22 and 24 is directly proportional to the velocity of that ?oW, 
and is used to compute permeability of the test sample. The 
hole diameters in the respective ori?ce plates 20a, 20b are 
alWays eXactly identical. HoWever, both plates can be made 
to vary in hole siZe, either by interchanging a pair of ?Xed, 
identical ori?ce plates of one hole diameter for a neW pair of 
?Xed, identical ori?ce plates of a different hole diameter, or 
by means of the continuously variable ori?ce system 34 as 
described beloW With respect to FIGS. 6 and 7. 

[0059] Referring to FIGS. 6 and 7, a change in ori?ce 
diameter is often needed to ensure that the pressure mea 
surements stay Within the operational range of the pressure 
gauges or required standard measurement range. Continuous 
variation in ori?ce siZe is accomplished by sliding an ori?ce 
plate 67a, 67b over the plate 20a, 20b using a dual motoriZed 
screW drive that is mounted in the space betWeen the ?oW 
systems 10,12. The sliding action changes the total area of 
each ori?ce hole. 

[0060] In order to use the permeometer, a sheet-like test 
sample 26 is required. A sheet-like reference sample 28 is 
also required for percent difference in permeability mea 
surement. The reference sample should have a knoWn per 
meability or have knoWn desirable characteristics. Samples 
26 and 28 can also be similar, yet both unknoWn, in Which 
case eXact percent change in permeability Will be measured 
as a quanti?ed quality/consistency indication. If absolute 
permeability is the desired measurement, the reference 
sample 28 should be omitted. The differential pressure 
difference Will read the absolute pressure drop across the test 
sample 26, and the absolute permeability can be measured. 

[0061] Referring to FIGS. 3 and 3a, a test-clamping 
device 40 is mounted at the upper end of the test ?uid ?oW 
system 10 so that the entire opening of the system 10 is 
covered. Likewise, a reference-clamping device 40 is 
mounted at the upper end of the reference ?uid ?oW system 
12 so that the entire opening of the system 12 is covered. For 
any particular choice of clamping method, the test and 
reference clamping devices are identical. 
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[0062] Each clamping device 40 is referred to as a direct 
Weight clamping system and is composed of tWo parts. The 
?rst part is a bottom ?ange 48, the second part is a top ?ange 
50. The bottom ?ange 48 ?ts tightly at the entrance of the 
?uid ?oW system, and restricts air?oW through the outer 
diameter of the system using an o-ring. The top ?ange 50 is 
an unattached piece that serves to apply doWnWard clamping 
pressure on the test (or reference) sample that is placed in 
betWeen the ?anges 48 and 50. The top ?ange 50 consists of 
a loWer contact ring 52 With the same outer and inner 
diameter as the bottom ?ange 48 and an upper shelf 54 
raised three inches The shelf 54 has a purpose of holding 
accurate Weight. This alloWs for variability of clamping 
force. The clamping force minimiZes lateral ?uid leakage 
through the sample and the ?oW entrance of each ?uid ?oW 
system 10 and 12, Which can affect the pressure reading and 
therefore alter the permeability measurement. 

[0063] The top ?ange 50 is placed on top of the sample 
such that the outer diameter of the loWer contact ring 52 and 
the outer diameter of bottom ?ange 48 are aligned. Alter 
natively, as shoWn in FIGS. 4 and 4a, a clamping device 42 
also referred to as an O-ring clamping system may be used 
to hold a sample. As shoWn, the clamping device 42 is 
composed of tWo parts. The ?rst part is the bottom ?ange 48, 
Which is identical to that used in the direct Weight clamping 
system 40, and the second part is a top ?ange 56. The top 
?ange 56 is an unattached piece that serves to apply doWn 
Ward pressure on a primary O-ring seal 59, Which lies in a 
groove betWeen the ?anges 48 and 56. 

[0064] A screW-doWn sample holder 58 is a tube that is 
threaded on its outer surface With the same inner diameter as 
the bottom ?ange 48. The loWer end of the holder 58 comes 
in direct contact With the disk-like sample and serves to hold 
the sample in place. The upper end of the holder 58 has an 
annular shelf for the purpose of rotating the holder 58 With 
respect to the top ?ange 56 so as to adjust the vertical 
position of the holder 58 and also for holding accurate 
Weight. 
[0065] The primary O-ring seal 59 eliminates lateral ?uid 
leakage through the circumference of the disk-like sample 
and thereby makes permeability measurement independent 
of applied clamping pressure. 
[0066] Referring to FIG. 5, a clamping device 44 also 
referred to as a magnetic clamping system may also be used 
to hold a sample. This clamping device 44 is composed of 
tWo parts. The ?rst part is a bottom ?ange composed of an 
electromagnet 46 and a fabric guard 60, and the second part 
is a magnetic clamping ring 47. The magnetic clamping ring 
47 is an unattached piece that serves to apply doWnWard 
pressure on the test sample by means of a magnetic attrac 
tion toWard the electromagnet 46. The magnetic clamping 
ring 47 consists of either a lightWeight holloW ferrous 
structure, or a lightWeight nonferrous structure that contains 
internal permanent magnets. The loWer surface of ring 47 
comes in direct contact With the sheet-like sample and serves 
to apply clamping pressure that minimiZes lateral ?uid 
leakage through the sample. Ring 47 and contacting surfaces 
of 46 and 60 may be coated With a protective, nondestructive 
material. 

[0067] The electromagnet 46 is the source of the magnetic 
clamping force on the ring 47. By adjusting the electric 
currents put through the electromagnet, the resulting clamp 
ing pressure is thereby varied. 
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[0068] By recording the changing value of measured per 
meability While simultaneously varying the magnetic clamp 
ing pressure in a knoWn Way, on a ?Xed sample, the 
measurement of permeability in the limit of in?nite clamp 
ing pressure can be calculated by means of asymptotic 
analysis. This limiting value is equal to the true permeability 
of the sheet-like test sample in the ideal case of Zero lateral 
?uid leakage. 

[0069] Operation (Standard Operation) 

[0070] The method of operation of the permeometer is 
completed With the use of four pressure transducers mounted 
in a common housing 30 (see FIG. 2). After the test sample 
26 and reference sample 28 are manually placed in the 
corresponding clamping devices such as those described by 
40, 42 or 44, the speed of the ?uid ?oW initiator 18 is 
manually or automatically adjusted by a computer or other 
data/control system 32, so that the pressure drop across the 
reference sample is 0.5 inches of Water, measured using 
pressure transducer PT1. The ?oW is similar through both 
the test ?uid ?oW system 10 and the reference ?uid ?oW 
system 12, and therefore the pressure drop across test sample 
26 is similar to 0.5 inches of Water. 

[0071] When pressure drop across both samples is steady 
at approximately a desired standard, the air?oW is measured. 
This is accomplished by measuring the pressure drop across 
the test ori?ce plate 20a and the reference ori?ce plate 20b, 
due to the fact that air ?oW is proportional to pressure drop. 
Pressure transducer PT2 is used to measure the pressure 
drop (P12 minus P13) across ori?ce 20a. Pressure transducer 
PT3 is used to measure the pressure drop (P22 minus P23) 
across ori?ce plate 20b. The pressure measurement locations 
P11 P12, P13, P21, P22, P23 are relative locations outlined in 
FIG. 1. 

[0072] The small differential pressure betWeen the test 
?uid ?oW system 10 and the reference ?uid ?oW system 12 
(P11 minus P21) is measured With high precision using 
pressure transducer PT4. 

[0073] The permeability of test sample 26 and the percent 
difference in permeability betWeen test sample 26 and 
reference sample 28 are calculated by the data acquisition 
system 32 using the measurements taken from pressure 
transducers PT1, PT2, PT3, and PT4, Which are sent to the 
computer as analog signal 33. 

[0074] As shoWn, a monitor is connected With the com 
puter 32 to provide a visual display of sample analysis and 
resultant readings. 

[0075] Standard Algorithms for Adjusting Fan Speed and 
Variable Ori?ce SiZe and Computing Differential Perme 
ability 

[0076] The fan control algorithm begins With an approxi 
mate value input by the user, either in the form of a number 
or in the form of a material quality such as relative strength, 
material type, and similar information. Beginning With the 
base value, (Which is estimated from user input) the fan is 
adjusted by adding or subtracting speed until the measured 
pressure drop betWeen atmospheric pressure and the pres 
sure Within the reference tube measures 0.5 inches of Water. 
A basic representation of the Fan Control Algorithm is 
represented in FIG. 9. 
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[0077] In models With automated variable ori?ces, a 
resultant differential permeability value smaller than an 
acceptable range or an inability to settle on a fan speed due 
to a lack of a pressure drop Would result in an appropriate 
adjustment of ori?ce siZe to form a measurable pressure 
drop. An example of this is illustrated in FIG. 10. 

[0078] To determine the test differential permeability 
quickly, an adjusting algorithm is necessary. First, the algo 
rithm takes a repetition of X permeability readings Where X 
is a set value that is small relative to the overall number of 
tests to arrive at an initial average reading. The values are 
then averaged, and the average set as the ?rst half of a 
number Y of tests. For example, out of Y=300 total tests, the 
average value Would be repeated for the ?rst 150 values. The 
average of the Y values is then taken and it represents the 
average differential permeability value for the test. The 
Variables X and Y are relative to the desired accuracy for test 
purposes, Where Y is the total number of averaging cycles 
and X is a small percentage of Y If possible, the algorithm 
should eliminate the rouge permeability values that naturally 
occur in the testing process by comparing them to an 
expected value. For instance, if in comparison to the initial 
average value, the measured value during testing is of an 
opposite sign or much larger or smaller (by a order of 
magnitude) it should be replaced With the initial average 
value to minimiZe erroneous readings. The FloWchart rep 
resentation of the measurement algorithm is illustrated in 
FIG. 11. 

[0079] Alternate Operation Procedures 

[0080] The method for operation of the Pitot tube perme 
ometer is completed With the use of three pressure trans 
ducers. After the test sample 26 and reference sample 28 are 
manually placed in the corresponding clamping devices, the 
speed of the ?uid ?oW initiator 18 is manually or automati 
cally adjusted so the pressure drop across the reference 
sample and the atmosphere is 0.5 inches of Water, measured 
using pressure transducer PT1. The air?oW is similar 
through both the test ?uid ?oW system 10 and the reference 
?uid ?oW system 12, therefore the pressure drop across test 
sample 26 is similar to 0.5 inches of Water. 

[0081] Once the pressure drop across sample 28 is at 0.5 
inches of Water, the air?oW in each system is measured. This 
is accomplished by measuring the difference in pressure (P21 
minus P22) betWeen the reference ?uid ?oW system 12 and 
the Pitot tube 62b With pressure transducer PT2. Then, the 
small difference in pressure betWeen the Pitot tubes 62a, 62b 
(P12 minus P22) is measured With high precision using 
pressure transducer PT4. 

[0082] The permeability of the test sample 26 and the 
percent difference betWeen the test sample 26 and the 
reference sample 28 are calculated by the data acquisition 
computer 32 using the measurements taken from pressure 
transducers PT1, PT2, and PT4, Which are sent to the 
computer 32 as analog signal 33 (see FIG. 2). 

[0083] Referring to FIG. 8, use may be made of a Pitot 
tube 62a, 62b to measure ?uid ?oW rate inside the test ?uid 
?oW system 10 and the reference ?uid ?oW system 12. As 
shoWn, each Pitot tube 62a, 62b is positioned above the 
respective honeycomb structure 14a, 14b in the respective 
?oW system 10,12 to measure the total pressure in each 
respective system 10,12. 
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[0084] The ?uid ?oW is initiated by the ?uid ?oW initiator 
18 that, in this embodiment, is a speed-controlled fan. 

[0085] A pressure transducer measures the pressure dif 
ferential betWeen the Pitot tube 62a and the Pitot tube 62b, 
yielding P12 minus P22. The difference in pressure shoWs a 
relationship in air?oW betWeen the tWo systems 10 and 12, 
and is used to compute permeability of the test sample. 

[0086] Beyond simple air permeability testing, the differ 
ential permeometer alloWs accurate testing With almost any 
?uid ?oW, assuming the relative viscosity is loW enough. To 
perform loW-viscosity ?uid permeability tests, minor device 
modi?cations should be considered. While background 
theories hold for most loW viscosity ?uids, certain special 
conditions may apply to ?uids that are denser than air. In 
order to maintain even distribution, the ?oW systems 10,12 
may need to remain in a vertical position to maintain evenly 
distributed laminar ?oW (to prevent pooling in areas of the 
machine) though With most ?uids this is unnecessary after 
proper pressure is generated by the pumping device. In 
addition, in loW viscosity, loWer-density ?uids such as 
Water; the test ?uid can be recycled via a reservoir. 

[0087] All of the permeometer parts should be appropriate 
for (non-air) ?uid testing, for example, the pressure sensors 
should be approved for other ?uid testing and the pressure 
fan should be replaced With a variable speed ?uid pump. 
Further special considerations should be taken When Work 
ing With ?uids that are potentially damaging to the apparatus 
(for example acidic and basic ?uids) and appropriate care 
and or replacements should be practiced. 

[0088] The ?uid immersion differential permeability test 
ing alloWs for the examination and testing of a variety of 
materials beyond the capabilities of air permeability, such as 
soil samples, Wet ?lters, permeability to different ?uids (e.g. 
N2 or O2), and the like. 

[0089] The operation of a ?uid permeometer should be 
identical to the operation of the standard construction of the 
permeometer. The minor operational changes primarily gov 
ern ?uid ?oW, speci?cally maintaining the level of feed ?uid 
either from a recycling reservoir or from a reserve source. In 

addition, the pressure of the ?uid against the ?oW surface of 
the samples (external to testing tubes) should be maintained 
constant to prevent erroneous differential permeability val 
ues. 

[0090] In situations Where permeability samples cannot be 
tested in a laboratory environment, and Where samples are 
restricted by dimensions of extensive distance, a Large 
Scale permeability measurement is applicable. Large-Scale 
air/?uid permeability testing, Which might apply to more 
permanent-type production line or manufacturing process 
based testing, requires attention to be paid to the even 
distribution of pressure at the entrance (bottom in illustra 
tions) of the testing tube. In order to ensure the even 
distribution of ?oW, the source “reservoir” pipes need to be 
Wide enough that the pressure drop from friction along the 
outside is negligible. This Would call for larger pipes as the 
distance betWeen tubes increases. 

[0091] In addition, the entrance to the testing tube should 
be near the center of the tube Where the distribution Will be 
equal. The use of a plenum similar to industrial heating and 
cooling methods Would also be sufficient for testing. Further 
adjustments might be made by multiplying the data readings 
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on the lower pressure tube by a factor of the change in 
pressure betWeen the entrance points on the reference and 
test pipes. 

[0092] In Large-Scale permeability testing, a number 
greater than tWo test pipes may exist. The permeometer Will 
continue to function as long as the tubes are arranged in a 
manner that ensures even distribution of pressure. 

Approaches include the comparison of tubes in pairs (and 
preventing How in the idle testing tubes) to minimize the 
required pressure, or the management of a large and even 
pressure reservoir to guarantee equal pressure at all test 
points. 
[0093] General operation of a large-scale permeability 
measurement system should be generally identical to the 
standard method. The major difference is that active man 
agement is needed to monitor and adjust the tubes being 
utiliZed for testing purposes. Additional attention needs to be 
paid to the even How of pressure at the entrance point to each 
testing tube, and softWare or hardWare adjustments might 
need to made in order to ensure a accurate experimental 
reading. 
[0094] The invention thus provides a permeometer and 
method Wherein environmental factors are eliminated in the 
testing of a sheet-like permeable membrane sample by either 
providing a knoWn sheet-like permeable membrane refer 
ence sample to provide an accurate permeability measure 
ment or measuring the percent change betWeen test and 
reference samples. 

[0095] While the above description contains much speci 
?city, these should not be construed as limitations on the 
scope of the invention, but rather as exempli?cations of one 
preferred embodiment thereof. Many other variations are 
possible. For example, eliminating the ori?ce plates, adding 
multiple ori?ce plates and changing the clamping device. 

[0096] The invention provides a method of measuring 
permeability of a sheet-like permeable membrane sample 
such that all environmental factors are eliminated. The 
method is such that a change in local temperature does not 
change the measurement accuracy of permeability and that 
changes in air density, and the factors controlling air density, 
such as relative humidity, do not affect the accuracy of 
measurement. 

[0097] The method may be used to measure the change in 
permeability betWeen samples such as, a standard sample to 
a random sample; a particular area on a cloth or Web to other 
spots on the same cloth or Web; a particular area on a cloth 
or Web to areas on another cloth or Web; and tWo random 
samples. 
[0098] The permeometer may be operated to maintain a 
pressure differential applied to gauges Within their opera 
tional limits While increasing the distance betWeen testing 
tubes by manipulating air ?oW transmission pipes and 
plenums. 
[0099] The relative calculation time required for determin 
ing a reading of relative accuracy may be decreased by 
estimating a large portion of test values from a portion of 
small measurements; 

[0100] The time required to reach an optimum fan 
speed for testing purposes may be reduced by using 
a value estimated by the user in a variety of forms, 
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or by remembering the last value used to implement 
as the initial value, beginning With a ?xed value upon 
start-up. 

[0101] The Honeycomb method may be used for main 
taining quasi-laminar ?oW throughout the permeometer; 

[0102] For numerically integrating the measurement 
of differential permeability over time to obtain a ?nal 
measurement of differential permeability that is pre 
cise to an arbitrarily high number of signi?cant 
digits; 

[0103] And for calculating the permeability of a 
sheet-like test sample at the limit of in?nite clamping 
pressure by measuring the change in permeability 
While the applied clamping pressure is varied 
through a range of pressures. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A differential permeometer comprising of; 

a pair of How systems, each said How system being 
disposed for a How of ?uid there through; 

a reservoir connected in common to said How systems to 
receive a How of ?uid from each said system; 

a fan for draWing ?uid through said systems into said 
reservoir; 

a pair of clamping devices, each said clamping device 
being disposed in; 

a respective ?ow system to hold a porous sheet-like 
material sample across said respective system for a 
How of ?uid therethrough; 

and a pair of ori?ce plates, each said plate being disposed 
in a respective ?oW system betWeen said clamping 
device and said reservoir to create a measurable pres 
sure drop in a ?uid passing therethrough. 

2. A velocity or How rate indication or measurement 
device, each said plate being disposed in a respective ?oW 
system betWeen said clamping device and said reservoir 
referenced in claim 1. 

3. Adifferential permeometer as set forth in claim 1 Which 
further comprises a pair of honeycomb structures, each said 
structure being disposed in a respective one of said systems 
betWeen said ori?ce plate therein and said reservoir for 
passage of a ?uid therethrough. The honeycomb structures 
help ensure that How through the reference tubes is laminar 
and steady, so that test measurements are accurate. 

4. A differential permeometer as set forth in claim 1 
further comprising a dual motoriZed screW drive disposed 
betWeen said systems and connected to and betWeen said 
pair of ori?ce plates for simultaneous movement hereof to 
adjust an ori?ce siZe thereof. 

5. A differential permeometer as set forth in claim 1 
further comprising a ?rst pressure transducer positioned in 
one of said systems to measure a pressure drop across a test 
sample in said one system, a second pressure transducer 
positioned in said one system to measure a pressure drop 
across said ori?ce plate therein, a third pressure transducer 
positioned in the other of said systems to measure a pressure 
drop across said ori?ce plate therein, a fourth pressure 
transducer for measuring a differential pressure betWeen said 
systems and a computer connected to each said transducer to 
receive a signal therefrom indicative of the pressure mea 
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sured thereby and to calculate a differential permeability 
value of a sample in said one system in dependence on said 
signals. 

6. A method for determining the permeability of a test 
sample comprising the steps of; 

placing a sheet-like reference sample of knoWn perme 
ability in communication With a reference ?uid ?oW 
system; 

placing a sheet-like test sample of unknoWn permeability 
in communication With a test ?uid ?oW system; 

supplying a ?uid ?oW stream across both test and refer 
ence samples; 

adjusting the pressure drop of the ?uid ?oW stream across 
one or both samples to a ?xed standard; 
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measuring the ?uid ?oW through the test ?uid ?oW system 
by measuring the pressure drop across a ?oW device 
Within the test ?uid ?oW system; 

measuring the ?uid ?oW through the reference ?uid ?oW 
system by measuring the pressure drop across a ?oW 
device Within the reference ?uid ?oW system; 

measuring a pressure differential betWeen the test ?uid 
system and the reference ?uid system; and 

calculating the permeability of the test sample by using 
the pressure differential across the test ?uid ?oW sys 
tem, the knoWn permeability of the test sample, and the 
?uid ?oW through both the test ?uid ?oW system and 
the reference ?uid ?oW system. 

* * * * * 


